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ABSTRACT 

This research is entitled Design of Web-Based Library System at SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 Medan. This study aims 

to design an integrated library system and can facilitate the process of borrowing and returning books. This research 

method uses a qualitative method with the following steps: analyzing the problem by collecting literature studies and 

previous research, then system design, system implementation, and testing. This research will produce Proceedings with 

international indexes, Copyrights, Journals of national reputation, KI (Intellectual Property), and Library System 

Products that will be used by SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 Medan. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Education is one of the pillars to support the progress 

of a nation. The teaching and learning process is a very 

important process in the development of the world of 

education. To support the teaching and learning process, 

good reading references are needed in the form of books, 

dictionaries, magazines, and other reading sources. 

A library is not just a building or room that only 

contains books [1]. Library facilities are built to store 

collections of books or reading resources. The collection 

is updated to keep up with the development of science. 

Likewise in SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 Medan. The 

library at SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 Medan has a 

library manager and has a large collection of books for 

SMP standards. And the students are required to become 

members of the school library. 

However, the current service process is still 

conventional. There are several obstacles, namely the 

length of time looking for the book you are looking for, 

the difficulty of the librarian in managing borrowing and 

returning data because they always have to open records 

so they are prone to errors, then as time goes by, the 

officers also have difficulty checking the books that are 

more and more and no longer need to be used again. 

To fulfill good and efficient service to its members, 

the library of SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 Medan 

requires a system to collect data, process data, store data, 

review data, and distribute good information, one of 

which is having high data accuracy. To meet these needs, 

the effort that must be done by the library is the use of 

information technology such as computers and other 

library information system applications in addition to 

increasing human resources and improving systems. A 

library that is managed using technology requires library 

staff to store and track book collections and can compile 

reports [2].   

Based on this background, this research will design a 

web-based library system. The change in the form of 

manual library data processing to computer-based data 

processing is a solution to overcome information delays 

and difficulties in managing detailed data collections of 

existing books. The expected result of this research is a 

library system at SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 Medan. 

The information system is expected to provide 

convenience for collecting data, processing data, storing 

data, and reviewing data. This convenience is for the 

librarian and students of SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 

Medan in borrowing and returning books. The most 

important hope is that the library system provides 

accurate data and helps provide effective and efficient 

activities in the library of SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 

Medan. 
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2. METHOD 

This research was conducted at SMP Kemala 

Bhayangkari 1 Medan. The research was carried out from 

March to November 2021. The method used in this study 

is a qualitative method. Qualitative methods are used 

when it is necessary to collect various views from each 

stakeholder, in making a program before it is introduced 

[3]. In general, it can be described in the following 

framework. 

Figure 1 Research framework. 

2.1. Steps 

This research stage describes the steps in recording 

data and collecting several reports that are needed to be 

used as guidelines in making this research, namely: 

2.1.1. Preliminary Research 

This preliminary research is the first step in 

conducting research. The research was conducted by 

interviewing the principal of SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 

1 Medan. Aims to find out the problems and obstacles 

experienced in the process of borrowing and returning 

books without using a system. As well as interviewing 

the librarian who recorded data for borrowing and 

returning books, to obtain information on the required 

data [4]. 

2.1.2. Data Collection 

In this study, the data taken is external data. This data 

collection is done by interviewing parties or people who 

are competent in the process of borrowing and returning 

books [5]. This data is taken and collected to determine 

the information needs that must be met in the library 

system. 

2.1.3. Analysis 

In this analysis stage can be done in two stages, 

among others, as follows: 

 Data and Process Analysis 

This is done in 2 ways, namely: 

- Study Literature, collect and study research and 
previous research and journals related to web-based 
library systems [6]. 

- Observation, by going directly to the field to meet 
the parties involved in completing this research 
where the information and needs will be obtained as 
material in the manufacture or design of the system 
[7].  

 System Analysis 

At this stage of system analysis, it is carried out to 

design the Web-based system. Where the program will be 

made using the PHP and MySQL programming 

languages. 

2.1.4. Design 

At this stage, collecting facts that support the system 

design from the results of interviews and comparing the 

results of the research with those in the guidebook, at this 

stage the researcher uses UML as a tool in explaining the 

flow of program analysis, namely: 

 Data Flow Diagrams 

This diagram shows a method for designing a system 

that is oriented to the flow of data that moves in a system 

later. Generally, DFD uses 4 symbols to offer a graphical 

illustration of data flow through a procedure, those 

symbols represent: the process, data flow, an external 

entity, and the data store [8]. 

 ER-Diagram 

This diagram shows a method for compiling a 

database in order to describe data that has a relationship 

with the database to be designed. ER Diagram consists of 
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entities, attributes, and relationships. The entity-

relationship model is the highest level in database design 

[9]. 

2.1.5. Implementation 

In this subchapter, the researcher will discuss the 

programming language that will be used. Researchers 

will use the PHP programming language with a MySQL 

database because this programming language is 

considered suitable for making web-based programs and 

easy to use. 

2.1.6. Testing 

The results of the tests carried out previously will 

work in this process using the cross-validation method to 

get the best results [10]. The system built must be able to 

record data for borrowing and returning books 

computerized or via online. And after the coding process 

is complete, a testing process will be carried out on the 

resulting application to find out whether the designed 

application is running correctly and in accordance with 

the design carried out. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The system application is a result of this study. The 

following are the aspects that need to be fulfilled as a 

complete system. 

 

Table 1. Table for Admin Script. 

Script Name Component Specific Action 

Website Maintenance Login - Input username and password 

- Log in administrator web page 

Manage User - Check user registered 

- Edit user data 

- Insert user registered 

- Delete user data 

Manage Book Location - Check Book Location 

- Edit Book Location 

- Insert Book Location 

- Delete Location 

Manage Category - Check category 

- Edit category 

- Insert category 

- Delete category 

Manage Book - Check data of books 

- Edit data of book 

- Insert data of book 

- Delete data of book 

Manage Loan - Check loan data 

- Edit loan data 

- Insert loan data 

- Delete loan data 

Manage Return - Check return data 

- Edit return data 

- Insert return data 

- Delete return data 

Manage Fine - Check fine data 

- Edit fine data 

- Insert fine data 

- Delete fine data 
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Table 2. Table for User Script. 

Script Name Component Specific Action 

Website Maintenance Login - Input username and password 

- Log in to the user web page 

Manage Profile - Check profile data 

- Edit profile data 

Manage Loan - Check user’s loan 

Manage Return - Check user’s return 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the research we conducted, we could 

conclude that a web-based library system is a great help 

for SMP Kemala Bhayangkari 1 Medan. The system that 

resulted in this research could provide the librarian and 

students to use the library more effectively and 

efficiently. The system could support the data that is 

needed by the librarian and the students. Librarians could 

gain the loan and return data. The student could also gain 

the books’ information that is supported in the library. 

Students could also notice their loan and return status.  
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